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About This Game
IMPORTANT, READ CAREFULLY!

About the genre of this game
This game is visual novel. You cannot directly control the 3D model of the protagonist, you will advance the game plot using
textual links. You can read more about the visual novels using the link below:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_novel

DESCRIPTION
The Barbarian and the Subterranean Caves is an adventure visual novel about the heroic feats of the intrepid warrior Ragnar.
Now you can become the famed adventurer Ragnar and bravely seek out all-new original adventures in this exciting game.
Delve into the mysteries of the caves and discover what lies in waiting below. Ready your sword: you will investigate sprawling,
far-reaching webs of intrigues and unmask the cunning evildoer who stands in your way.
Can you tell a friend from a foe; who wants to manipulate you and who really needs your help?
Ragnar has six qualities you can choose from; each one influences the plot in its own way. But you must strategize well because
you may only choose three.
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Conquer all those who oppose you, overcome difficulties, let your conscience guide you through tough choices, and don't let lies
ensnare you in a sticky web.
Take control over your hero's destiny to unlock the multiple endings and get the richest rewards.
Discover the truth in the darkest depths of the subterranean caves…

MAIN FEATURES
Non-linear, choose-your-own-adventure plot
Unique endings to find
More than 300 detailed illustrations
Mosaic plot that completely opens by only completing a few storylines
Cross-platform compatibility (Windows, Mac, Linux)
Steam trading cards and badges
Achievements
Steam Cloud support
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Title: The Barbarian and the Subterranean Caves
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
NLB project
Publisher:
NLB project
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

b4d347fde0

English,Russian
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the barbarian and the subterranean caves. the barbarian and the subterranean caves gameplay
This is the best game I have ever played. The stunning graphics, the jaw-dropping story... All of it comes together to make one
of the worst things I've ever seen, in a good way.. The Barbarian and the Subterranean Caves is a choose your own adventure
visual novel with adult NSFW content by NLB project. It features an adventurer Ragnar who wanders into a city in the desert to
look for work as a mercenary, and decides to take up on a bounty offer to hunt down a beast hiding in an underground cave that
has been terrorizing the city folk who go to the cave to fetch water.
As a choose your own adventure visual novel, the protagonist starts with three qualities the player can choose which will slightly
alter the storyline, and there are plenty of decision points, plot branches and endings. There are some unexpected surprises at certain
points in the story and a few comical situations with a funny ending scene. I like the dinosaur more than the noblewoman or the
secret girl, can we have an ending with the dinosaur? xD
Among the cons, some parts of the story are repeated and there are a few achievements such as Magic Amulet and Shine of a coin
which involve giving a similar response to the same character in a different plot branch in the story. In addition, the short gameplay
time where it takes around a couple of hours to play and read through all the text in this game, get all achievements and reach the
secret romance ending that was added in an earlier update means it might be more worthwhile to wait until the game is discounted
to a couple of dollars or less to match the gameplay time.
Overall, The Barbarian and the Subterranean Caves is a short choose your own adventure visual novel without any sound effects
or animation. The game relies on illustrations and text to tell a story that has an interesting storyline, comical illustrations and easy
achievements. There are published Steam community guides to help players in reaching the parts that are harder to find and get all
achievements in the game.. Dungeon crawler treasure searching game; though it may look as a 3d first person or third person
roaming game - warning - it is not - its a visual story where you proceed by making choices with the help of textual links. I did not
like the graphics in a game - 3d could have been made far better; or the game could be drawn by hand and get some animation
looks (just like daedalic does in its visual stories games), however, this one proudly carries 18+ age restriction and i can say it
boasts this age restriction policy though game description modestly says "its just to avoid the problems" at the same time it promices
"quite a bit of erotic scenes" i really don't think it will help either "to avoid the problems" or to sell more copies, but i can recommend
the game to visual stories fans.. Very cool game.. The subterranean cavern is a metaphor. If you play you will discover it's
meaning. A charming tale set in a classic fantasy universe. You must play it to uncover the wealth hidden in the gem of a game.
+GORGEOUS GRAPHICS
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